Sowing the Seed: Careers in Computational Intelligence

Thursday 30th of January 5pm – 8pm

In the lecture theatre G.33 and the Atrium of the new Business School, Manchester Metropolitan University

Technically Co-sponsored by the

IEEE Computational Intelligence Society UKRI Section Chapter

and

The School of Computing, Mathematics and Digital Technology, Manchester Metropolitan University
Agenda

**Short Talks: Sowing the Seed**

- Opening of Event, *Mr Keith Miller, Head of School Computing, Mathematics and Digital Technology.*
- IEEE Women in Computational Intelligence *Dr Keeley Crockett, Reader in Computational Intelligence.*
- Rescue Coordination, Daylight Savings Time and Dinosaurs: The variety and opportunities of working in IT. *Ms Fiona Crowther, Senior Software Engineer, IBM.*
- Developing confidence: Techniques to help you trust your code and your abilities, *Ms Karen Pudner, BBC.*
- BYOE - Bring Your Own Employability, *Ms Sue Devlin MBCS, IIBA Member, MIOEE.*

**Panel Adventures in CI**

A series of short presentations and a chance for you to ask your questions.

Panel Chair: Dr Keeley Crockett

- Dr Annabel Latham, Lecturer
- Ms Elizabeth Chesters, final year student
- Ms Kate Johnson, Business Intelligence Developer
- Ms Sara Krenický, Social Entrepreneur
- Dr Shuxian (Shu) Chen, IEEE women in Engineering.
- Ms Sue Devlin MBCS, IIBA Member, MIOEE

**Pop-up Enterprise and Research Demos and Posters**

Stay for a networking session after the Panel, which will include pop-up research and enterprise demos, and posters in the field of Computational Intelligence.

Food and refreshments will be served!

**Registration**

Tickets are limited, registration is required for “Sowing the Seed: Careers in Computational Intelligence” through Eventbrite.